milestones in composites

Since their foundation in 2015, Cevotec already evolved to the leading developer and provider of patch-based
manufacturing technologies for fiber composites. With the production system SAMBA and the CAE software
ARTIST STUDIO, we offer one of most advanced manufacturing systems worldwide, and we will further extend our
portfolio of process and software technologies in the future. It’s our own software development in particular that
enables us to implement advanced processes while keeping the design process easy and efficient for the user.
We follow a big vision: We want to revolutionize the composites industry and establish Fiber Patch Placement as a
new global standard. Let us jointly set milestones in future lightweight strategies - milestones in composites.

Starting at the earliest date possible, we are looking for a

Junior C++ Software Developer (m/f/d)
·

·
·
·
·
·

Your responsibilities
Build, extend and improve as a full-stack software
developer our design and robot software ARTIST
STUDIO
Bring in your own ideas and create own innovations
in the field of Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)
Work with our developers to design algorithms
Troubleshoot, debug and upgrade the software
Integrate components and third-party programs
Create technical documentation for reference and
reporting
Your qualifications

· You have a degree in informatics, computer science
or engineering natural sciences or similar
· Your have program experiences in C++ with Visual
Studio
· Another plus: experience with Qt for GUI dev
· You have team spirit, creativity and a high sense of
responsibility
· You have good German or English language skills
(written and spoken)
· You are well organized and clearly structured

·
·
·
·
·

Our offer
Join our small team of professional and highly skilled
software developers
Become part of a quality-driven work culture in an
agile environment
Increase your programming knowledge & check the
results directly with our manufacturing system SAMBA
Benefit from flat hierarchies, fast decision-making,
individual responsibility
Start-up goodies like free drinks & snacks, fruits,
coffee; canteen allowance
We are passionately building a leading high-tech startup. If you want to be part of our experienced and
highly motivated team, convince us with your
application.
Please send your CV, cover letter and references, along
with your earliest entry date and salary expectations to
Annika Frauendorfer (HR Business Partner),
career@cevotec.com. Questions upfront? Call us at
+49 89 2314 165-55.

do your thing. do it cevo.
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